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A meeting of criminal minds with a shared hatred of America—but can the love of God and a woman
prevent Armageddon? Anastasiya Goldberg came to America to start a new life. She was a wife, a faithful
church member and a target. When a 911 call reports a murder at the church, Atlanta Homicide Sergeant
Malcolm Hobbs and his Detectives nicknamed, ‘The X-Men’, want to know who the shooter was, where is
the witness who made the call…and just who is the victim? Then a series of grisly murders with similar
M.O. blanket the city. The consensus by the Atlanta Police Department is the city has a serial killer on the
loose. As the case progresses, Malcolm and The X-Men, discover a Russian link to the victims and the
perpetrators. If the connection is correct, they can finally close the case. However, a key component to their
investigation is missing. Hobbs and The X-Men investigate Anastasiya Goldberg’s background and discover
her coming to America was crucial to a number of people in Atlanta and Russia …from her closest Russian
emigrant friends to a consortium of international entrepreneurs with the mutual goal to evade detection by
the Atlanta Police led by the elite X-Men Homicide Unit. But for Hobbs, a man who slowly pieces his
shattered life and walk of faith in God back together again, it’s a labyrinth of danger with a countdown
certain to confront him and The X-Men with the ultimate nightmare.
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From reader reviews:

Christopher Price:

Book is definitely written, printed, or illustrated for everything. You can know everything you want by a
guide. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important point to bring us around the
world. Close to that you can your reading talent was fluently. A reserve Kremlin Tide will make you to
possibly be smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about anything. But some of you think
that will open or reading a book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they could be
thought like that? Have you trying to find best book or acceptable book with you?

Brian Freeman:

The book untitled Kremlin Tide is the e-book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality of
the guide content that will be shown to you actually. The language that publisher use to explained their way
of doing something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of investigation when write the
book, hence the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-
book of Kremlin Tide from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Denise Welton:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book specifically book entitled
Kremlin Tide your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe
mysterious for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a guide
then become one application form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get prior to. The
Kremlin Tide giving you another experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful
information for your better life with this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern here is your body
and mind will be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary shelling out spare time activity?

Donna Bohannon:

You may get this Kremlin Tide by look at the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it could to be
your solve trouble if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only by
written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era just like now, you
just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your
current ways to get more information about your e-book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make
your knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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